
Audio Physic Virgo III Kolumny Podłogowe Salon Poznań

Cena: 30 999 zł

Cena dotyczy: sztuki (sprzedawane tylko w parach)

Gwarancja: Polskiego Dystrybutora 2 lata

Dostępne
kolory:

Wiśnia, Orzech, Heban, Czarny połysk, Biały
połysk

Important Properties

Skuteczność (dB): 89

Pasmo przenoszenia
(Hz):

30 - 40
000

Wysokość (cm): 105.5

Szerokość (cm): 23.0

Głębokość (cm): 40.0

Waga (kg): 32

Impedancja (Ohm): 4

Product Description

The key requirement for a VIRGO has always been to authentically reproduce music from a cabinet with dimensions that are
suitable for private homes. But low frequencies need cabinet volume, this is determined by physics. The VIRGO III has a
remarkably large internal volume - without the external dimensions growing automatically. This allows for a low cut-off
frequency, the ideal prerequisite for reproducing the lows in a thrilling realistic manner. This is made possible thanks to
elements made of modern ceramic foam. In the VIRGO III they largely replace classic absorbing materials, which as such
consume a lot of space. The porous and extremely rigid ceramic plates control the sound radiated inwards particularly
efficient and utmost stabilize the loudspeaker enclosure. Vibrations that quickly lead to colourations in the sound are
drastically reduced.

Our designers consistently continue their fight against micro vibrations. The drivers are not bolted directly to the cabinet, but
anchored securely through neoprene dowels in the enclosure. Both woofers are positioned inversely in the flanks of the
VIRGO III and operate in push-push mode. This driver arrangement guarantees a uniform distribution of the mechanical
forces acting on the body during operation, which thus largely neutralize one another. Midrange drivers and tweeters use the
world's unique AUDIO PHYSIC dual basket concept. The modern architecture effectively reduces resonances and leads to
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an inimitable pure and open sound reproduction. The VIRGO III features the new HHCM mid-range drivers and HHCT
tweeters of the third-generation - hence the assigned name VIRGO III - which are also used in our AVANTERA III model.

Dane techniczne:

Height: 1055 mm / 41.5"
Width: 230 mm / 9.1"
Depth: 400 mm / 15.7"
Required Space Width x Depth: 370x470 mm / 14,7x18.5"
Weight: ~ 32 kg
Recommended amplifier power:  30-180 W
Impedance: 4 Ohm
Frequency range: 30 Hz - 40 kHz
Sensitivity: 89 dB
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